“THE TRILOGY”
This presentation has been prepared for informational purposes only. It is designed to assist the reader in understanding The Pointe concept that has evolved over the past two decades as well as to introduce this world wide
destination resort entity. The material contained herein is proprietary and confidential; accordingly, written authorization is to be obtained from The Pointe Group prior to reproduction or providing to third parties. The agreement to
non-circumvent is assumed and enforceable should the reader proceed to review the proprietary information beyond
this introductory page.
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THE TRILOGY: PROLOGUE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
THE POINTE MASTERPLANNED
COMMUNITIES CONCEPT

The Pointe Resort "Community
Environment" is recreation, business,
residential, retail and "on holiday"
lifestyles intermingling as complements into a private, productive
setting. Contemporary urban tastes
and related regional lifestyles are
reflected in this concept. The Pointe
communities feature many amenities,
from a complete selection of recreation, the most modern technology,
to detailed architectural statements
and design features emphasizing the
geographical and cultural heritage of
the specific locale. The luxury resort
at each location becomes the focal
point of the overall master plan: all
features work synergistically, creating
a dynamic environment where people live, work and play. The resort
functions as a village square, where
the community gathers, creating an
ambiance that is shared by guests,
corporate users and local residents
alike.

These unique communities, pioneered by The Pointe Group, constitute the most creative among their
peers in the industry and the clientele
they serve. As a result, The Pointe
Group swiftly achieved prominence
as the most honored and respected
resort development organization in
the United States. Innovation is the
key. Among the accomplishments, a
small but yet recognizable example,
is that The Pointe Resorts initiated
the now typical concept of featuring
"in-room" liquor (mini bars) being
available in all the guest accommodations. Furthermore, The Pointes
The Pointe International

were the first "all suite" hospitality
facilities; for destination resorts, a
concept that without known exception, is still unique in the industry
today.

development controlled by the
partners, giving credence to the title,
the "Disneyland" of destination
resorts.

Each of the Pointe Resorts are
thoughtfully nestled contiguous to
one, or a combination of an ocean,
lake, mountains, and golf courses to
offer truly exciting and unique open
space experiences. The properties
blend unparalleled meeting facilities,
the most comprehensive recreational
opportunities available nationally, a
variety of superior dining experiences, with distinctive regional architecture. A trademark of all Pointe
Resorts is the lush landscaping,
sparkling jade fountains and pools,
adding to the renowned charm.

From site planning, architecture,
interior design and landscaping to
physical amenities, cuisine, and
service, over 40 coveted hospitality
accolades have been bestowed on
the Pointe Resorts. The properties
have become a standard by which
luxury resorts are measured. The
most distinguishing asset of the
Pointes, however, now, and in the
future, which will continue to set
these properties apart from all other
destination resorts is the "Pointe
Culture". The professionalism, courtesy, friendliness, attention to detail
and outstanding team spirit is
ingrained in, and exhibited by, every
"Pointe Person", on every Pointe
property, from gardener to managing
director. This creates an ideal backdrop for the consistent warm,
"Pointe Perfect" guest experience.

These unmatched properties are
often in urban locations in "park like"
settings enjoying a "Barrier to Entry"
benefit. Embracing many of the
Pointe communities are hundreds of
millions of dollars of mixed-use

BACKGROUND AND FUTURE OF
THE POINTE INTERNATIONAL
AND GOSNELL BUILDERS:

The Pointe Group is multi-faceted,
centered around four primary corporate services:
(1) Mixed-Use Development
(2) Planning and Design
(3) Construction
(4) Hospitality Management

Live, work and play

The complementary functions form
a full service team recognized as
innovators and leaders in the real
estate and hospitality industries. This
unique range of expertise will be
The Trilogy
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space experiences. The properties
blend unparalleled meeting facilities,
the most comprehensive recreational
opportunities available nationally, a
variety of superior dining experiences,
with distinctive regional architecture.
A trademark of all Pointe Resorts is
the lush landscaping, sparkling jade
fountains and pools, adding to the
renowned charm.
These unmatched properties are often
in urban locations in "park like"
settings enjoying a "Barrier to Entry"
benefit. Embracing many of the
Pointe communities are hundreds of
millions of dollars of mixed-use
development controlled by the partners, giving credence to the title, the

Richly landscaped courtyards in spectacular settings
THE POINTE MASTERPLANNED
COMMUNITIES CONCEPT

The Pointe Resort "Community Environment" is recreation, business,
residential, retail and "on holiday"
lifestyles intermingling as complements into a private, productive
setting. Contemporary urban tastes
and related regional lifestyles are
reflected in this concept. The Pointe
communities feature many amenities,
from a complete selection of recreation, the most modern technology, to
detailed architectural statements and
design features emphasizing the geographical and cultural heritage of the
specific locale. The luxury resort at
each location becomes the focal point
of the overall master plan: all features
work synergistically, creating a dynamic environment where people live,
work and play. The resort functions
as a village square, where the community gathers, creating an ambiance that
is shared by guests, corporate users
and local residents alike.
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These unique communities, pioneered
by The Pointe Group, constitute the
most creative among their peers in the
industry and the clientele they serve.
As a result, The Pointe Group swiftly
achieved prominence as the most
honored and respected resort development organization in the United
States. Innovation is the key. Among
the accomplishments, a small but yet
recognizable example, is that The
Pointe Resorts initiated the now
typical concept of featuring "in-room"
liquor (mini bars) being available in all
the guest accommodations. Furthermore, The Pointes were the first "all
suite" hospitality facilities; for destination resorts, a concept that without
known exception, is still unique in the
industry today.
Each of the Pointe Resorts are
thoughtfully nestled contiguous to
one, or a combination of an ocean,
lake, mountains, and golf courses to
offer truly exciting and unique open

Chapter I
“The Pointe Culture”
A Perspective: Historical,
Descriptive & Photographic
Chapter II
Components to Achieve
“Strategic Business Plan”
Development, Design, Construction &
Management
Chapter III
“Targeted Properties &
Opportunities”
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Wine cellars ranked in the world’s top ten
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CHAPTER I
“The Pointe Culture”
A PERSPECTIVE: HISTORICAL, DESCRIPTIVE & PHOTOGRAPHIC
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THE P ROPERTIES
THE BEGINNING

THE CULTURE AND HERITAGE

A Visionary and Truly Unique Concept

Preserving Traditions and the Land

Almost a quarter of a century ago,
The Pointe & Gosnell Builders
conceived the various combinations
of mixed-use and all suite resort,
wisely and creatively planning The
Pointes to harmonize with their
surroundings, yet being just minutes
from transportation routes and major
urban centers.
Resort guests enjoy a lifestyle that
includes the unusual; eco-tours,
moonlit hay rides, strolls through vast
protected wilderness areas and an
appreciation for nature inspired by
large expanses of open space. For the
more active, there are a wide variety
of exercise and recreation facilities:
championship golf, tennis, racquet-

Cover article recognizing The Pointe

ball, handball, snorkeling, scuba diving
in underwater botanical gardens,
sailing, kayaking, volleyball, bicycling,
jogging, fitness, hunting and fishing even boccie ball and horseshoes.

The bond between The Pointe and
the environment is strong and extends
back to different times. As an example, much of the inspiration for the
architecture of The Pointe properties
of California stems from a time when
the land was a part of Mexico.
Buildings boast the feel of a territorial
Spanish village; timeless sturdy stuccoed walls topped by cool mission tile
roofs; vaulted arches, and softly
buffed terra-cotta tile floors surrounding bubbling hand carved Canterra
stone fountains. Stately eucalyptus
trees, swaying palms, blossoming
bougainvillea and festive jacaranda
trees mingle throughout, as well as
inside a myriad of patios and courtyards
With painstaking care, the Pointe

Resorts gracefully placed into the terrain
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THE CULTURE AND HERITAGE
THE BEGINNING

A Visionary and Truly Unique Concept
Almost a quarter of a century ago, The
Pointe & Gosnell Builders conceived
the various combinations of mixed-use
and all suite resort, wisely and
creatively planning The Pointes to
harmonize with their surroundings, yet
being just minutes from transportation
routes and major urban centers.
Resort guests enjoy a lifestyle that
includes the unusual; eco-tours, moonlit hay rides, strolls through vast
protected wilderness areas and an
appreciation for nature inspired by
large expanses of open space. For the
more active, there are a wide variety
of exercise and recreation facilities:
championship golf, tennis, racquetball,

Bob Hope one-liners at the Pro-am

Preserving Traditions and the Land
The bond between The Pointe and the
environment is strong and extends
back to different times. As an example,
much of the inspiration for the
architecture of The Pointe properties
of California stems from a time when
the land was a part of Mexico.
Buildings boast the feel of a territorial
Spanish village; timeless sturdy stuccoed walls topped by cool mission tile

roofs; vaulted arches, and softly buffed
terra-cotta tile floors surrounding
bubbling hand carved Canterra stone
fountains. Stately eucalyptus trees,
swaying palms, blossoming bougainvillea and festive jacaranda trees mingle
throughout, as well as inside a myriad
of patios and courtyards
With painstaking care, the Pointe
design team adhered to the philosophy
that each building must be an integral
part of the overall landscape. Existing
natural landforms and unique features
remain undisturbed, incorporated into
the overall concept, allowing nature to
define the design of the resort and the
surrounding facilities. The Pointe
Resorts are secluded, intimate, beautifully landscaped oases in pristine
natural settings.
And, at the heart of the culture is the
legendary hospitality which has been
extended from Catalina Island, California to Phuket, Thailand and enjoyed
by numerous international celebrities
and dignitaries.

President and Mrs. Reagan at The Pointe
with the family of CEO, Bob Gosnell

handball, snorkeling, scuba diving in
underwater botanical gardens, sailing,
kayaking, volleyball, bicycling, jogging,
fitness, hunting and fishing - even
boccie ball and horseshoes.
THE CULTURE AND HERITAGE
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The nation’s most awarded resorts
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GOLF AND SPECIAL EVENTS

“The Skills”, The Legends, The Johnny Walker Classis and PGA Seniors Tournaments

RECREATION AND EVENTS
Fun on the Run
An exciting world of recreational
opportunities await resort guests at
these extraordinary resorts. Guests
drift into fantasy by a sparkling
sapphire pool, lulled by murmuring
fountains and surrounded by tropical
courtyards. They tune tennis skills
with a staff of resident professionals,
sharpen their golf swing on championship courses or challenge friends to
a fast paced game of racquetball. They
let go at a wild west hay ride; hike
nature paths; discover scenic valleys
and mountains; explore miles of riding
trails on horseback.
Top tennis professional matches
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SPA AND FITNESS
As destination facilities, The Pointe
Resorts offer an unparalleled spectrum
of recreational decisions. After unpacking, and settling in, one might
head for the high energy atmosphere
of the fitness centre. Completing the
array of health and fitness offerings
are weight training, aerobic classes,
racquetball courts, steam rooms,
saunas, massages, herbal wraps, beauty
and spa services, plus a full service
sports medicine and diagnostic team
to work out recreational injuries and
provide professional advice on nutrition, exercise and health care. The
Fitness Centre also serves as a starting
point for jogging trails that wind
through the foothills of the adjacent
parks.
Golf and tennis are staples of The
Pointe; only a few steps away await
world class plexipave courts and award
winning PGA championship golf.
Pointe racquet clubs have hosted the
Virginia Slims professional tennis
tournaments and other tennis festivals
with the resort guest plaque welcom-

Spas, fitness, sports medicine and salons

ing Ivan Lendl, Bjorn Borg, Chris
Everett and Jennifer Capriati.All of
the Pointe Golf courses are truly
unique adaptations of the environment
into traditional golf experiences,

Cover feature story, Golf West Magazine

Professional title boxing and volleyball events
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playing through majestic wilderness
areas, providing new and different
challenges. An appreciation of the
unique natural environment is an
important consideration for the
courses which utilize extraordinary
design concepts to retain the spellbinding unspoiled beauty of the site
and coexistence with the teeming
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AQUATIC AND EQUESTRIAN

Expansive water features and activities

As destination facilities, The Pointe
Resorts offer an unparalleled spectrum
of recreational decisions. After unpacking, and settling in, one might
head for the high energy atmosphere

The Pride of The Pointe People
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of the fitness centre. Completing the
array of health and fitness offerings
are weight training, aerobic classes,
racquetball courts, steam rooms,
saunas, massages, herbal wraps, beauty
and spa services, plus a full service
sports medicine and diagnostic team
to work out recreational injuries and
provide professional advice on nutrition, exercise and health care. The
Fitness Centre also serves as a starting
point for jogging trails that wind
through the foothills of the adjacent
parks.
Golf and tennis are staples of The
Pointe; only a few steps away await
world class plexipave courts and award
winning PGA championship golf.
Pointe racquet clubs have hosted the
Virginia Slims professional tennis
tournaments and other tennis festivals
with the resort guest plaque welcoming

Ivan Lendl, Bjorn Borg, Chris Everett
and Jennifer Capriati.All of the Pointe
Golf courses are truly unique adaptations of the environment into traditional golf experiences, playing

Trailride adventures
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DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT

A Culinary Smorgasbord
Each of the Pointe Resorts offer a
diverse and tempting selection of
dining pleasures, with examples ranging from the total elegance and haute
cuisine of a Different Pointe of View,
to the mesquite smoked cowboy
ambiance of a Rustler's Rooste and
South of the Border revelry of an Aunt
Chilada's.
The best south-of-the-border food
north of the border is found every
dayof the year at Aunt Chilada's. At
these beaneries refried, guests savor
frozen Margaritas, cerveza fria, and an
extensive mouth-watering collection
of superb Mexican dishes, all served
Top rated dining...above all.

A culinary legacy of time, taste and wealth
The Pointe International
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DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT

A Culinary Smorgasbord
Each of the Pointe Resorts offer a
diverse and tempting selection of
dining pleasures, with examples ranging from the total elegance and haute
cuisine of a Different Pointe of View,
to the mesquite smoked cowboy
ambiance of a Rustler's Rooste and
South of the Border revelry of an Aunt
Chilada's.
The best south-of-the-border food
north of the border is found every
dayof the year at Aunt Chilada's. At
these beaneries refried, guests savor
frozen Margaritas, cerveza fria, and an
extensive mouth-watering collection
of superb Mexican dishes, all served
in the famous fiesta atmosphere of
these distinctive restaurants. Aunt
Chilada herself holds court nightly
cooking up her own tortilla recipes for
the enjoyment of her guests. Supreme
Court justice Sandra Day O'Connor
has praised this restaurant as a "must
see" during one's stay.

this is a trip into the past; a culinary
time capsule and a unique one of a
kind dining experience.
Last are the aptly named Different
Pointe of Views. The adventures start
with a limousine ride from the resort
to the utmost tip of the property
terrain, to an oasis of cool, sumptuous
sophistication. Here tuxedoed waiters
serve classic French cuisine along with
one of the world's most extensive,
complete and internationally recognized wine collections, maintained

year-round at a perfect 55 degrees
Fahrenheit in an impressive rock
cavern hollowed into the mountains.
The authoritative Wine Spectator
magazine ranks The Pointe wine
collection as one of the top ten in the
world. Sunday brunch, complementary
hors d'oeuvres on the terrace during
sunset hours, world class wines
contribute to a distinctive, Different
Pointe of View. The Silver Lining
Lounge nightclub, one level below the
dining room features national as well
as international entertainment and

An authentic Texas Longhorn steer
welcomes guests into Rustler's Rooste,
with western fare providing an introduction to the great steaks and ribs
inside. Culinary adventurers will find
rattlesnake fillets and various wild
offerings to test their courage. Specialties at the western barbecue house
include fresh mountain trout and
homemade ice cream. Then, the
country western dancing helps work
off the calories.
Featuring gourmet charbroiled fare,
each Pointe in Tyme is a rich, elegant
recreation of a gentler era, a Pointe in
Tyme of elegance, taste and refinement. From it's rich mahogany millwork, and classic crystal chandeliers,
to the large inviting fireplace hearths,
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The hills are alive with the sound of music
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BALLROOM, BANQUET AND A CCOMMODATIONS
landscaping frame sparkling swimming pools. As sunset approaches,
guests gather poolside enjoying management-hosted cocktails and lively
entertainment.

Gatherings from two to two-thousand

Ballroom and Banquet Facilities
Weddings, Conferences and Conventions
Each of the elegant ballrooms offer
function space which accommodate
from two to 2,000 guests and flexibility
for conferences to mix and match
agendas for groups and local functions
hosting celebrities such as Tom Cruise,
Joe DiMaggio and Walter Cronkite.

Unique Accommodations
Suite Elegance and Comfort
Most stays at The Pointe are in elegant
two room suites opening onto courtyards where jungles of indigenous

For more private moments, Pointe
guests relax in their richly appointed
suites. A separate living room features
a fully stocked, marbled wet bar. Each
suite offers a private balcony where a
trio of glass doors add brightness and
light as well as framing stupendous
views of cities, bays, oceans and
mountains. Room interiors reflect
regional traditions and motifs with
native textures, fabrics, designs, and
art. Additionally, guests enjoy twice
daily suite attendant service, and
private dining around the clock. At
most Pointe destinations, guests may
also elect to stay in the village of
mountainside suites. These villa style
accommodations nestle into the lower
slopes of the mountains. Mountainside
presidential suites with fireplaces, as
well as two bedroom villas are also

Meeting and conference planners
appreciate the all inclusive and "contained" atmosphere of The Pointe
Resorts; which provide maximum
control of their group meeting environment. All of the activities, amenities and facilities necessary for
successful meeting, conventions and
incentive trips are within the properties.
Adjacent gardens, terraces and protected parkland adds space for even
the largest outdoor function. Moreover, The Pointe has invested literally
millions of dollars in audio-visual
facilities, offering state-of-the-art multimedia, rear screen capability, and
national interactive satellite teleconferencing.

The Pointe International

The ultimate in luxury and comfort.

ava
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THE POINTE PEOPLE

“Have a Pointe-perfect day...enjoy your stay” - The Pointe People

Ballroom and Banquet Facilities
Weddings, Conferences and Conventions
Each of the elegant ballrooms offer
function space which accommodate
from two to 2,000 guests and flexibility for conferences to mix and match
agendas for groups and local functions
hosting celebrities such as Tom
Cruise, Joe DiMaggio and Walter
Cronkite.
Meeting and conference planners
appreciate the all inclusive and "contained" atmosphere of The Pointe
Resorts; which provide maximum
control of their group meeting environment. All of the activities, amenities and facilities necessary for
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successful meeting, conventions and
incentive trips are within the properties.
Adjacent gardens, terraces and protected parkland adds space for even
the largest outdoor function. Moreover, The Pointe has invested literally
millions of dollars in audio-visual
facilities, offering state-of-the-art multimedia, rear screen capability, and
national interactive satellite teleconferencing.
Unique Accommodations
Suite Elegance and Comfort
Most stays at The Pointe are in elegant
two room suites opening onto court-

yards where jungles of indigenous
landscaping frame sparkling swimming pools. As sunset approaches,
guests gather poolside enjoying management-hosted cocktails and lively
entertainment.
For more private moments, Pointe
guests relax in their richly appointed
suites. A separate living room features
a fully stocked, marbled wet bar. Each
suite offers a private balcony where a
trio of glass doors add brightness and
light as well as framing stupendous
views of cities, bays, oceans and
mountains. Room interiors reflect
regional traditions and motifs with
native textures, fabrics, designs, and
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Ballroom and Banquet Facilities
Weddings, Conferences and Conventions
Each of the elegant ballrooms offer
function space which accommodate
from two to 2,000 guests and flexibility for conferences to mix and match
agendas for groups and local functions
hosting celebrities such as Tom
Cruise, Joe DiMaggio and Walter
Cronkite.
Meeting and conference planners
appreciate the all inclusive and "contained" atmosphere of The Pointe
Resorts; which provide maximum
control of their group meeting environment. All of the activities, amenities and facilities necessary for
successful meeting, conventions and
incentive trips are within the properties.
Adjacent gardens, terraces and pro-

The elegant welcoming of the lobbies

tected parkland adds space for even

the
largest outdoor function. Moreover,

Undulating fairways and meandering water features framed by bold mountain ranges and pristine desert
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THE POINTE PEOPLE
Ballroom and Banquet Facilities
Weddings, Conferences and Conventions
Each of the elegant ballrooms offer
function space which accommodate
from two to 2,000 guests and flexibility
for conferences to mix and match
agendas for groups and local functions
hosting celebrities such as Tom Cruise,
Joe DiMaggio and Walter Cronkite.

national interactive satellite teleconferencing.
Unique Accommodations
Suite Elegance and Comfort

Most stays at The Pointe are in elegant
two room suites opening onto courtyards where jungles of indigenous
landscaping frame sparkling swimming
pools. As sunset approaches, guests

Meeting and conference planners
appreciate the all inclusive and "contained" atmosphere of The Pointe
Resorts; which provide maximum
control of their group meeting environment. All of the activities, amenities
and facilities necessary for successful
meeting, conventions and incentive
trips are within the properties.
Adjacent gardens, terraces and protected parkland adds space for even
the largest outdoor function. Moreover, The Pointe has invested literally
millions of dollars in audio-visual
facilities, offering state-of-the-art multimedia, rear screen capability, and

Timeless design and endless recreation

Fishing, diving, parasailing and acquatic sports.
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